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Industrial Imperative
• UK manufacturing productivity is lower than the leading
European nations.
• To ensure UK companies remain globally competitive,
transformative capability must be embraced.
• Digital Manufacturing is one such capability, and 5G technology
can unlock its true potential.
• Large manufacturing programmes have significant affordability
and lead time challenges, e.g. in the aerospace and maritime
sectors.
• Industrial 5G potential needs to be clearly understood and
unlocked for a new digital manufacturing paradigm.
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Our Motivation
Aerospace
• Significant affordability challenges associated with large
manufacturing programmes across the UK.
• Multiple UK locations and 1000s of UK suppliers. Greater visibility
is required to reduce cost, i.e. over 60% of production costs can
be in the supply chain.
• Connected factories are key to reducing cost and lead times.

Maritime

• Smart factories are key to realising a new paradigm for business
agility and flexibility. 5G has the potential to deliver significant
business impact.

Industrial digitisation and connectivity is a critical enabler for key UK manufacturing programme affordability.
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Industrial 5G
Connectivity
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Summary of major programme components.
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5G-FoF:
Background

Next gen data
connectivity for
manufacturing

Conjoined
OT and IT

Tightly coupled
supply chain

Multiple
stakeholders
collaborating

NW Aerospace
Enterprise Zone

Benefits to
regional
businesses

Sandbox
environment
for trials

Centre of
excellence

Invest in
technology
now to save
later

Identify
manufacturing
business cases

De-risk future
investment in
technology
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Delivery: Partner Roles

Why 5G?
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5G is the underpinning connectivity technology that helps converge Operational Technology (OT) and Information
Technology (IT) to enable the benefits of the 4th Industrial Revolution. Through using 5G, this project will create a true
end-to-end Industrial 5G system that can deliver improved operational impact for multiple industrial use cases.
How important is 5G to this project?
5G is the only connectivity technology that can enable all five use
cases, with different technical requirements, equipment and data.
Alternative connectivity technologies are limited in their
applications:
Wi-Fi - limited coverage, unreliable and insecure.
Ethernet - large infrastructure, inflexible.
4G - regional connectivity and bandwidth.
Short range wireless (e.g. Bluetooth) - limited devices and range.

OT (Control)
●

Machines

●

Equipment

●

Industrial
Controls

What new insights into 5G will be gained?
• Quantitative performance evaluation and validation of 5G as a
‘network of networks’.
• How 5G can be deployed and utilised in a non-public private
industrial enterprise.
• How to integrate 5G with industrial Operational Technology (OT)
and other IT infrastructure.
• What the business model looks like for an industrial 5G system.

●

Production
Monitoring

IT (Manage)

CONNECTED
FACTORY
(5G-FoF)

●

Storage

●

Computing

●

Security

●

Data
Processing
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5G-FoF: Use case outcomes and impact
● Real-time Monitoring and Adaptive Closed-Loop Control (RTM):

Challenge: Reduce cost and time associated with defects and quality issues. Create a no-fault forward manufacturing system. Result: Estimated 15-25% reduction in the number
of defects, amount of waste generated and machine downtime arising from improved process precision and predictive maintenance strategies and fewer errors.

● Digital Twin Track and Trace (DTT):

Challenge: Enable a business-winning paradigm via data-driven digital twins through the product lifecycle. Result: Estimated 15-20% machine utilisation improvement
(reduction in idle time, improved scheduling) and factory efficiency, arising from data-driven decision-making, real-time asset location and inventory accuracy, efficient
scheduling, asset performance optimisation, and improved predictive maintenance.

● Factory Ecosystem Monitoring (FEM):

Challenge: Reduce infrastructure and through-life operational costs via real-time, agile monitoring of critical production environments. Result: Estimated 5-10% improved
machine utilisation, reduction in energy use (10-15%) and maintenance time (20%), arising from performance optimisation and enhanced resource utilisation.

● Chain of Custody System (CCS):
Challenge: Enabling supply chain network illumination through all tiers for assets and products, guaranteeing operational efficiency and delivery to customers. Result: Estimated
30% reduction in lost and damaged assets, improved schedule accuracy, and providing supply-chain transparency and real-time condition monitoring for assets tracked by the
system.

● Hybrid Reality Spaces (HRS):
Challenge: Enabling real-time rich information to be exploited by people at the point-of-use; reducing cost of downtime, interpretation and uncertainty.
Result: Estimated reduction in travel costs (65%) and maintenance time (15%) arising from real-time, worldwide collaboration and increased ease of training and maintenance
support.
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5G-FoF: Outcomes
Manufacturing
•Understand place of 5G in next generation manufacturing
•Create a blueprint for smart factory connectivity
•Generate business case for the 5G infrastructure and use cases
•Create awareness and an integration strategy for the supply chain

MNO / Technology Provider
•Understand how to configure a 5G network to meet the demands of manufacturing
•Determine the unique requirements for future manufacturing

Artificial Intelligence
•Demonstrate AI capabilities within manufacturing
•Establish where powerful AI can be adopted in the manufacturing domain
•Provide a reference design to clients and future users
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5G-FoF:
Regional
Benefits

• Catapults make cost savings GVA impact in excess of
£300M for SMEs / mid-caps,
attracting further industrial
and regional investment.
• ~15% of the 4,552 SMEs in
the Lancashire region are
high-growth and high-value
and would benefit directly
from the testbed.
(Lancashire LIS)

• SAEZ has plans to create 6,000
advanced manufacturing jobs
by 2035; access to the testbed
will enhance their offering.
(Source: Lancashire LEP Growth Deal Three
Aspiration)

• Industry 4.0: a single factory
could lead to £23M savings
per annum.
(Source: Ericsson, The guide to capturing the 5G
industry digitalization business potential)

Target client group:
• 10,940 businesses
operating in Lancashire 10,250 SMEs and 240
larger companies;
• 51,195 in the North West
– 49,845 SMEs and 1,350
larger companies.
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of the Future
For more information on
the project contact:
a.sivanathan@amrc.co.uk

